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[VISUAL] Crafted with a unique visual style, the game presents images and elements that are true to itself, and achieve a light and stylish atmosphere. A vast world filled with the drama of the story unfolds in front of you, and new elements appear here and there. [MUSIC] Playful music seamlessly blends with the characters and scenarios. Through
the bonding of the musical elements, you can immerse yourself in the epic drama of the Lands Between. [BGM] Romantic, calming, and atmosphere-rich, the dramatic music brought to life the Land of Nem, in which the action takes place. Distinctive and complex, like the worlds of the Lands Between, it is a musical accompaniment fit for the scope
of this epic drama. [ENTRY POINTS] In addition to a unique visual style and polished musical compositions, the game's entry points are the "Vault" and "Library," but also the "Chronicle" and "Card" systems. Complete entries are achieved in all four main entry points. Through entering the pages of the card system, you can explore the world of the
Lands Between from different points of view and piece together the drama. The "Vault" and "Library" systems connect by way of the "Card." Through this, you can familiarize yourself with other players, their backgrounds, and backgrounds of the Lands Between. [COMBAT] Performing powerful 1-2-3-4 Punch Combo that challenge the balance of
power in Visceral Striking. In this environment, even the slightest mistake can have dire consequences. In order to ensure that combat is enjoyable, the core content and the middle game have been designed to be playable by all classes, and to be able to be enjoyed through all types of play styles. You can play the game the way that suits you.
[SIZE] A game that comes in an appropriate size to play from the beginning to the end, which makes it comfortable to play. [MULTIPLAYER] In addition to the main story, you can battle others online. If you want to build a strong character with other players, take on a challenge where everyone must work together, or fight with friends. [REFLEX]
Because the story unfolds through persistent dialogues, and it is

Features Key:
Savage Battle System: Your Character Develops in Three Battles
A Unique and Enrapturing Experience through the 3D Engine
Seamless Connections to Other Players
Customized Battles through User Feedback
Equal Opportunity to All Players

Development Story:

The Lands Between are an inhospitable land where the culture of the vanquished, Elves, still persist, and where a massive continent stands in ruins. Elves are founded in the forests and plains of the Lands Between, which are heavily hit by frequent earthquakes. Traveling through the vast, fractured land to find out what happened to this world some
10,000 years ago, they provide what little information they know about it. Still, there is something always turning heads, its hue steadily twisting through the Lands Between.

While traveling the volcanic earth and leaving their home in the time past, meeting new characters whose fates were changed by the invisible hands of the Lost Continent, the Elves eventually end up at the ruins of an ancient metropolis in the middle of the Lands Between.

From there the Elves begin to explore the mysteries of the Lost Continent, and as they listen to stories of the past, the power of their heritage began to make itself known within themselves. With this power, they began to be bound to the lands and control it, becoming the Elden Ring.

Through endless adventures and struggles, complete with the heartrending loss of their precious companion Embre and a near meeting of their deaths at the hands of a dark force and its leader the Mythmaker, the Elves are driven ever onward as they strive to quench their thirst for knowing the secrets of the Lost Continent in a world where they felt once
powerful.

Why Tarnished?

In Tarnished, there are eight classes unique to Elden Ring: Fighter, Wizard, Assassin, Rogue, Mage, Ranger, or Shaman, as well as Warrior, Matador, and Gunner. Each class has two skill trees that focus on battle weapons and skills. When not in battle, the classes can freely develop using the skill points they gain.

Official Trailer:
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